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It is shown that if a symmetric Markov semigroup em”’ on the Hilbert space 
L *(A’) is hypercontractive, then the approximate degeneracy of the ground state has 
several consequences concerning other parts of the spectrum of H and concerning 
the unitary group e-j”‘. In particular. in the presence of a space inversion 
symmetry, all the eigenvalues occur in pairs with gaps comparable to the gap 
between the bottom two eigenvalues. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Suppose that H is a self-adjoint operator on L’(X), where X is a space 
provided with a a-field of Bore1 sets and a probability measure dx. We say 
that e-“* is a symmetric Markov semigroup if the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
(Hl) H > 0, or equivalently eP”’ is a self-adjoint, strongly 
continuous, one-parameter, contraction semigroup on L 2(X) for t > 0. 
(H2) The semigroup e --H1 is positivity preserving. 
(H3) Hl = 0, or equivalently eeH’l = 1 for all t > 0. 
We wish to study e-H’ in the metastable case, where the eigenvalue 0 of H is 
nearly degenerate. We therefore also suppose 
(H4) SP(H)E {O,~lu 11, 00). 
where 0, E are eigenvalues of multiplicity one and E is sufficiently small; 
c < 10m6 will more than suffice. 
We suppose that H# = ~4, so that 4 is uniquely determined up to a sign by 
being real and normalised according to 11$1/2 = 1. 
A number of examples of metastable Markov semigroups were given in 
15 1, where it was shown that the approximate degeneracy of the ground state 
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implies the existence of a partition of X into “metastable regions” E, and E, 
which are almost invariant with respect o eeHf for the L r norm. 
The starting point of the present investigation was the desired to prove 
that E, were also almost invariant with respect o the unitary evolution eCiH’ 
for the L* norm. We eventually discovered that this required an extra 
hypothesis, either hypercontractivity or the related assumption (H5). 
Moreover (H 1 )--(H5) together imply some interesting results concerning 
higher parts of the spectrum of H; see Theorem 9. These results are well 
known for double well Schriidinger operators, but we believe that their proof 
in this much more general setting is new. 
We shall need [5, Theorem 5 and Appendix] in almost exactly the form 
quoted in [3, Theorem 11. 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a E IF? such that if 
w1 = (4 - a)-AM - a)- II2 
and 
w2 = (4 - a>+/llV - 4’ II*, 
then 
Moreover 
{x:#(x)=a} 
has zero measure and if 
E, = {x: O(x) < a} 
and 
E, = (x : 4(x) > a}, 
then 
II ‘c/i -~~~/lE~I”~ll~ < 4e”*3 
where ) Ei I > 0 is the measure of Ei. 
Proof. The only extra requirement beyond Theorem 1 of [3] is that 
(x : 4(x) = a} has zero measure. The set of a for which this fails is 
necessarily countable, so we can achieve this extra property by a very small 
change of a which does not affect the proof of the theorem. 
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2. THE REDUCED HAMILTONIAN 
Our main concern in the paper is to compare H with the reduced 
Hamiltonian K obtained by decoupling the regions E, and E,. IffE L*(X). 
then we shall take 
f = fi 0 f2 
to mean that A E L ‘(Ei) are given by 
fi =fxby 
Then K is determined by 
(Kf, f) = 0% 9 .f, > + (Hfz 9 fi>. 
More formally let Hi > 0 be the self-adjoint operator on L’(Ei) whose 
quadratic form is the restriction of the form of H to L’(E,) as in 13, 
Theorem 3 1. Then K is defined on 
Quad K = Quad H, 0 Quad H, 
= (L’(E,) f? Quad H) @ (L’(E,) n Quad H) (1) 
as the quadratic form sum 
K=H,@H,. 
LEMMA 2. We have the form inequality 
O<H,<2K. 
Moreover 
0 < emKtf ,< e-Htf 
for allf EL*(X)+ and all t>O. 
Proof If (KA f) c co, then fi E Quad(H,) and 
(Hf,f) G Wf, tfhfi +fJ + WU, -fAf, -fd 
= WU,,f,) + Vlfz~f,) 
= WLf > 
which proves (3). Second, if fi E L *(Ei)‘, then 
0 < emHit& < e-“‘S, 
(2) 
(3) 
S80/5213 2 
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for all t > 0 by [3, Theorem 31. IffE L’(X)+, then it follows that 
O<eeKtf =emHltf, +eFH21fi 
< eMHtf, + e-“‘fi 
=e 
-HI 
5 
The bound (3) may be sharpened under the assumption that H is local. By 
this we mean that iff, g E Quad H and (f ( A ( g( = 0, then 
(Hf, g) = 0. 
Note that by [2, p. 1841, (H2) implies that 
f EQuadH*]f]EQuadH*f* EQuadH. (4) 
LEMMA 3. If the negative part of the potential V has form bound less 
than one wtth respect to the operator H, = -A on L*(lR”), then the 
Schriidinger operator H = H, + V is local. 
Proof. Since 
Quad H = Quad H, n Quad V 
and V is obviously local, it is sufficient o prove that H, is local. Because of 
(4) it is sufficient to prove that if f, g E Quad(H,) and f A g = 0, then 
(H,,f, g) = 0. Since 
H,=$Pf 
i-= I
we have 
Quad H, = fi Dom P, 
r=l 
it is sufficient to prove that if 0 < f E Dom P,, then 
SUPP(P,f)G SUPPA 
where Supp f is the Bore1 set on which f is nonzero. Finally it is sufficient o 
provethatifO~ffDomP,andO~gEL*(X)andfAg=O,then 
Now the function 
F(t) = (eiprtf, g) 
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is nonnegative and differentiable with P(0) = 0. Therefore 
0 = F’(O) = i(P,f, g) 
as required. 
LEMMA 4. Zf H is local, then the operator K defined by (2) equals the 
restriction of H to the form domain (l), and we have 
ProoJ: If 
O,<H<K. (5) 
f =f,@f2EQuadK, 
then 
(Hf,f)= (Hf,vf,)+ (Hfl,fi) + (Hfli,f,) + (Hfz,fi> 
= Mf.f > 
since the cross-terms vanish by locality. Now the form of K is the restriction 
of the form of H to a smaller domain, so (5) follows by the definition of 
form inequalities [2, p. 1081. 
The following example shows that the conclusion of Lemma 4 is not 
universally valid. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let the self-adjoint operator G on L’(Y) satisfy (H 1 )-(H3) 
except that Y has measure f . Then put X = Y U Y and 
where 
If E > 0 it is elementary that H 2 0 and it follows from the Trotter product 
formula [2, p. 1191 that e-“’ is positivity preserving. Moreover Xl = 0. If 
the eigenvalues of G in increasing order are 
A0 = 0, /I,, A2 )...) 
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with corresponding eigenfunctions d,,, then the eigenvalues of H occur in 
pairs. For 
w, 0 4,) = un 0 #“h 
HM, 0 (-At)) = @,a + &>M, 0 C-4,)). 
Thus (H4) holds provided I, > 1 and E > 0 is sufficiently small. 
Now the restricted operators Hi on L’(Y) are given by 
H,=G++l 
so the eigenvalues of K are {A,, + (s/2)}Fz0, each eigenvalue having 
multiplicity two. Variational arguments now establish that (5) does not hold. 
3. COMPARISON OF SPECTRAL PROPERTIES 
Throughout this section we make the following extra hypothesis: 
(H5) There exist y and c of order unity such that 
IIW + I>-Y-II, G c Ilfll2 
for all f E L ‘(X). 
We first show this is consistent with (Hl)--(H4). 
EXAMPLE 6. We continue with Example 5 and suppose that 
IKG + I>-‘Yll, G 2-“‘c llfllz 
for all f E L’(Y). If 
f=f&.fz~L2(~) 
and 
then for any E > 0, however small, 
lW+ I)-Y-1 < W+ I)-‘If1 
<(H+ l)-Yh@h 
=(G+ l)-Yh@(G+ l)-Yh. 
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Therefore 
llW+ I)-Y-IL < ll(G + l)-Y% 
< 2-“*C/Ihll* 
G 2-*‘*4lf1I/2 + llf*ll*) 
In spite of this example, it is still unclear whether (H5) is a reasonable 
hypothesis for double well Schrodinger operators, where the appoximate 
degeneracy of the ground state is caused not by the smallness of a coupling 
constant, but by the great height or width of a potential barrier. We therefore 
devoted [6] to proving that (H5) is indeed satisfied for certain double well 
Schrodinger operators on [-1, 11. We believe that (H5) is actually valid for 
a wide range of double well Schrodinger Hamiltonians on bounded regions in 
R”, but leave this as a conjecture. For double well Schrodinger operators on 
the whole of R”, see Section 5. 
THEOREM 7. Zf (Hl)-(H5) all hold, then 
ll(H + I)-*‘- (K + l)-2y]/ < 16cc”*( 1 + y)“?. 
Proof: If we put 
A = (zz+ 1)-Y- (K + 1)-Y 
and 
<i = XEi/l Ei I “‘3 
then 
II.4 1 II2 = 11 - (K + 1))Yl ]I* 
= 1 lEjl [Iti- (Hi + 1)-yti112~ 
i=l, 2 
Now let $i be the ground state eigenfunction of H, normalised by ]l#J2 = 1 
and #i > 0, and let ci be the corresponding eigenvalue. Then 
0 < Ei < 5E 
by [ 3, Theorem 41 and 
ll4i - Gill* < 7E”2 
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by [3, Theorem 61. Hence 
Il<i-(H,+ l)-Y<fll<lll -tH,+ l~~yIIIIC~~ill+Il$i~~~i+ 1)-y4111 
< 7s”’ + min( 1, rsi) 
< 7&‘f2 + (Q&y* 
< 8&“2( 1 + y)? 
Therefore 
II/l 1 (I2 Q 8s”*(l t y)“‘. (6) 
But 
A =T(y)-llomtY-le-‘(e-H’-e-x’)dt 
so A is a positivity preserving operator by Lemma 2. Therefore (6) implies 
that 
II4fll2 < 8&1’2(1 t YP2 Ilfllm 
for allf E L”O. Since A is positive, (H t l)-y dominates (K t 1) y and (H5) 
implies 
IW + 1)- ‘film < c llfll2 
for all f E L ‘(X). If f, g E L ‘(X), then 
I([(H t l)-2Y- (K t 1)-“1.L &?)I 
= I((H+ 1)-Y- (K t 1)-Y](H t 1)-X g> 
t (f, [(H t 1)-Y- (K t l>-‘](K t l>-yg)l 
< 16c&“‘U + ~1”’ llfllz II gllz. 
But f, g are arbitrary, so the proof is complete. 
(7) 
COROLLARY 8. The operators H and K have pure point spectrum with 
eigenvalues {A,}:=, and (p,},“-, which written in increasing order satisfy 
I(& + 1)-2y- (,D,, + l)-2yl < 16&‘(1 f y)“‘. (8) 
Proof. It was pointed out in [6] that (H5) implies that (H + I)-? is 
Hilbert-Schmidt with 
IIW t I)-yI12 < c. 
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A similar statement for K follows from (7) and this establishes that H and K 
have pure point spectrum. The estimate (8) is obtained by variational 
methods. 
In the presence of a space inversion symmetry we can prove that the 
eigenvalues of the original operator H occur in almost degenerate pairs. We 
assume as in 13, Sect. 4 J that there is a measure-preserving map 8: X + X 
such that 0* = 1 and such that if S: L*(X) + L’(X) is defined by 
Sf(x) = f(Qxh 
then 
HS = SH, S$=-$4 
4 being the eigenfunction of H corresponding to the eigenvalue E. We further 
assume that 
(x:Q(x)=O) 
has zero measure, so that we may choose a = 0 in Proposition 1. 
THEOREM 9. If the hypotheses of the last paragraph are satisfied in 
addition to (H 1 )-(H5), then the eigenvalues (A,} ,“rO of H written in 
increasing order satisfy 
I@,, + l)y- (A *,,+, + l)-2yl < 32ce”*(l + y)“*. (9) 
ProoJ The operator S determines a unitary equivalence of H, with Hz so 
the eigenvalues ,D, of K satisfy 
P2n =rU*n+ 1) 
The theorem is now a trivial consequence of Corollary 8. 
Note. Theorem 9 implies that low lying energy levels occur in almost 
degenerate pairs. However at energies of order E -1’4y or larger no 
conclusions can be reached. 
Conjecture. By comparing (9) with (H4) we are led to the conjecture 
that a better bound in which E appears to the power one may be found. 
4. COMPARISON OF UNITARY GROUPS 
In our previous papers on the subject, we were motivated by probabilistic 
considerations to consider the time evolution corresponding to e-“’ on the 
space L’(X). In this section on the other hand we are interested in the 
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quantum-mechanical time evolution and so study the unitary group eeiHf on 
L*(X). We continue to assume that (H5) holds throughout this section. 
LEMMA 10. We have 
ll((H + 1))’ - (K t I)-‘}(H t 1))‘II< 1oce”*. 
Proof: An obvious modification of the proof of Theorem 7 shows that 
ll{W t 1)-’ - w t WV-112 < lo&“* Ilfll, 
for all f E L”(X). The lemma follows by combining this with (H5). 
THEOREM 11. If t E R, then 
Il(e-‘H’ - eCiK’)(H + 1)-Y-2ll < lOce”‘(2 t ItI). 
ProoJ We start with the identities 
(,-fHt _ e-‘K’)(H + y-2 
= {(II t 1))’ - (K t 1))‘}(H + l)-Y-‘e-iH’ 
t emiK’((K t I)-’ - (II + 1))‘}(H + l)-Y-’ 
+(K+ l)-l(e-iH~-e--IK~)(H+ 1)-Y-* 
and 
(K + l)-l(e-iHf - e-iKf)(H + 1)-Y-’ 
= 
1 
:(Kt 1))‘e -iK(I--s)j(K_H),-iHs(H+ l)-Yplds 
. =I 
i 
‘e-iK(f-S){(H+ 1)-l -(K+ l)-‘}(H+ l)-YemiHSds. 
0 
Applying Lemma 10 we deduce that 
Il(e-iHt - e-iKq(H + 1)-y-*11 
< 2l(((K t 1))’ - (H+ l)-‘}(H t 1)-y-‘]/ 
+ ItI ll{(H t 1)-l - (K+ 1)-‘W t 1>-‘II 
< lOC&“2(2 $ It\). 
Although the estimate of the following corollary is much worse than that 
of Theorem 11, the condition on f is both physically more natural and easier 
to check in applications. 
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COROLLARY 12. Zf llfllz = 1 and (HAf) = E, then 
Ilee’“‘f- eCiK’fl12 < 2[5cc”*(2 + It()]“2’y+2’(E + 1)“’ 
for all t E R. 
Proof: For fixed t E IR the operator-valued function 
F(z) = +(e-iHf - e-‘“‘)(H + l)- 2 
is analytic in the strip 
(z:O<Rez<y+2) 
with boundary values which satisfy 
IIWy)ll < L 
IIF(y + 2 + i.v)ll < 5CE1’2(2 + It I) 
for all real ~7. By the three lines lemma we conclude that 
Putting 
we see that 
and 
IIF(f)ll < [5C&“2(2 + ltl)y2(~f2’. 
g=(H+ 1)‘12f 
II gll = (E + 1P2 
lle-iH’f- e-i”tfll = Il(e-‘*‘- eiK’)(H + l)-1/2gll 
< 2 II~~~)II II g/l 
which is equivalent o (10). 
5. HYPERCONTRACTIVE ASSUMPTIONS 
It is a well-known fact that the eigenfunctions of high energy levels of a 
typical Schriidinger operator H on the whole of IR” decay at infinity less 
rapidly than the ground state eigenfunction &,. Thus when one transfers H to 
L*(lR”, dp), where 
dp(x) = 4,,(x)’ d”x 
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in order to achieve (H3), the other eigenfunctions are no longer bounded, so 
that (H5) cannot possibly hold. 
On the other hand there is a very well-developed theory of hypercontrac- 
tivity ([ 1, 7,9, lo] and references there) which is applicable to many such 
Schrodinger operators. It is for example known that the double well anhar- 
manic oscillator Hamiltonian 
H=--$+(x4)‘(x+a)‘/402 
is hypercontractive for each a > 0, and we conjecture that this is uniformly 
true as a + 03. We now claim that analogues of all the results of Sections 3 
and 4 can be obtained by replacing (H5) by the following hypercontractive 
assumption. 
(H5’) There exist constants a and c of order unity such that 
for allfE L*(X). 
Ile-H”fl14 <c llfl12 
Since the modifications to the proofs are fairly routine we only prove the 
analogue of Theorem 7 in detail. We comment hat when (H5) is valid it 
leads to sharper bounds than with the use of (H5’). 
THEOREM 13. If (Hl)-(4) and (H5’) hold, then 
Ile-*“’ - eezKrll < 6c~“~(l + t)“4 
for all t > a. 
Proof: We first note that (H5 ‘) implies 
A similar estimate holds for K by Lemma 2 and duality then implies that 
IWVII2 G c Ilfl14,3 
for all f E L4’“(X). We now repeat the proof of Theorem 7 for 
A = e-Ht _ e-Kt 
to obtain 
ll4fllz < (7&1’2 + min(L 5tc)) Ilfll, 
< 8c”*(l + 0”’ Ilfl], 
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for all f E L"(X). But 
for all f E L2(X) so interpolation yields 
ll4fll2 < 3E"Yl + fP4 Ilflh 
for all f E L4(X). Finally duality leads to 
II&-IId,3 <3&"4(1 + v llfll2 
for all f E L'(X). We deduce that 
II(emZHf -e -‘“‘)fl12 < ll(epHf - epst)Ctr’f/12 
+ Ile-K’(emHt - eeK’)fl12 
,< 6c~“~(l + t)“4 /lfi12 
for all f E L2(X). 
We have shown that (H5) can be replaced by (H.5’) in all our theorems, 
and it might be asked whether any such condition is necessary at all, or 
whether a result such as Corollary)12 can be proved from (HI)-(H4) alone. 
The following example shows that this is not possible. 
EXAMPLE 14. Let V < 0 be a bounded potential of compact support on 
R such that if H, = -d2/dx2 in L'(lR), then (H, + I’) has a single negative 
energy bound state with energy E < 0. Then define H, by 
H, = -$+ V(a -x)+ v(a +x) 
It is known ([4,8 ] and references there) that for large enough a H, has two 
negative bound states with energies A,(a) and L,(a) which satisfy 
lim &,(a) = lim A,(u) = E. 
o+cu Cl-CC 
The intimum A,(u) of the remainder of the spectrum of H, satisfies 
lim A2(u) = 0. a+* 
We now let &, denote the ground state eigenfunction of H and define the 
probability measure ~1 on R by 
4(x) = $4l(x)2 dx 
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so that there is a unitary operator 
defined by 
w-(x) = h(x) f(x)* 
If we define H on L’(lR, &) by 
H = (A,(a) - &(a))-’ U*(H, - /$,(a)) U 
then H satisfies (Hl)-(H4) for 
E(U) = (J,(a) - &@)>l@*(~> -&(a)) 
which converges to zero exponentially fast as a + co. 
This example has a space inversion symmetry as described just before 
Theorem 9, and the sets E, and E, are (0, a) and (-co, 0). The operator K 
coincides with H except for the addition of a Dirichlet boundary condition at 
the origin. 
Iff is a C”O function with support in the interval [ 1, 21, then f lies in the 
domain of all powers of H and K. Moreover arguments of the type used in 
scattering theory show that for fixed t E R 
where K, only differs from H, by the addition of a Dirichlet boundary 
condition at the origin. Thus 
lim I]e-‘“‘f- emiK’f]l # 0 
a+m 
even though 
lim E(U) = 0. a-m 
It thus seems that no analogue of Corollary 12 can be valid for this example, 
if the bound on the right-hand side is to depend off only through 
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